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Despite an intense research effort, the physical mechanism underlying the formation of a quasi-two-dimensional
electron gas at the interface between the band insulators LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 is still not fully understood. Interfacesensitive optical second-harmonic spectroscopy can shed light on this mechanism, by accessing specific
information on the orbital and structural reconstruction taking place at the interface that is not accessible by other
techniques, and in particular by transport measurements. Here we present a detailed theoretical analysis of the
spectral transitions that are most relevant in the second-order nonlinear optical response of oxide interfaces with a
square symmetry, in general. In particular, we discuss the case of LaAlO3 ∕SrTiO3 interfaces, using symmetry
arguments to derive specific selection rules, which have strong consequences on the second-harmonic spectra
recorded with different input/output polarization combinations of light. These selection rules may in particular
explain recent experimental findings. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (190.0190) Nonlinear optics; (190.4350) Nonlinear optics at surfaces; (240.1485) Buried
interfaces; (240.4350) Nonlinear optics at surfaces; (300.6490) Spectroscopy, surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the semiconductor technology is reaching its natural limit,
the miniaturization to the nanoscale strongly challenges the
scientific community to find new materials for electronics.
To this purpose, oxide heterostructures, such as LaAlO3 ∕
SrTiO3 are promising candidates [1]. Since the discovery that
a quasi-two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) may be formed
at the interface between the two band insulators LaAlO3
(LAO) and SrTiO3 (STO) [2], an intense research effort
started, which is unveiling a surprising array of unexpected
phenomena, ranging from tunable conductivity to twodimensional superconductivity, and more [3–12]. The 2DEG
phenomenon is not limited to this specific interface: other
polar oxide heterostructures have shown a similar or related
behavior [13–16], thus turning the use of polar-discontinuity
effects as a new general strategy for interfacial carrier doping
17]] and nanoscale device manufacturing [18] into a realistic
prospect.
However, in spite of intense research efforts, key properties
of the 2DEG, like the microscopic mechanisms driving it, are
still controversially discussed. A large body of evidence points
to the so-called polar catastrophe scenario [3] as the mechanism driving the formation of the conducting state. However,
many issues remain still open, as, for instance, the prevention
of the 2DEG formation when the STO substrate is terminated
with a SrO plane. In this case, not considering possible interfacial reconstructions, the SrO-terminated system is structurally identical to the TiO2 -terminated one, except for the two
half-unit cells adjacent to the interface on the LAO and STO
sides. However, this slight difference is sufficient to have
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dramatic consequences on the electronic transport properties
of the interface. This simple, yet significant example, highlights the need of experimental probes suitable for investigating so-called “buried” interfaces with a nanometer and
subnanometer resolution along the interface. So far, only few
spectroscopic methods have been applied to the LOA/STO
interface, mainly based on electronic or photoelectronic approaches. They have revealed that structural transformations
take place in the interfacial region before the onset of conductivity [19,20], but they have not resolved the controversy on
whether the charge injection mechanism is dominated by
the polar discontinuity or by a simpler “semiconductor-like”
band-bending model [9]. The typical probing depth of these
spectroscopic techniques is 5–10 nm. A direct standard (linear) optical spectroscopy of the LAO/STO single interface
has also been carried out [21], but its interpretation is obviously hindered by the dominance of the bulk signal, since both
LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 are wide-gap transparent crystals and their
penetration depth at optical frequencies is very large. A more
effective way to achieve interface-specific sensitivity approaching a single-monolayer depth is based instead on exploiting the symmetry breaking occurring at the interface,
as can be obtained by using second-order nonlinear optics.
Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy, such as
second-harmonic generation (SHG), is highly interfacespecific because it is electric-dipole forbidden in the bulk of
centrosymmetric materials [22]. Thus, despite the large penetration depth of light in the material, only the interface
(where the symmetry breaking occurs) can contribute significantly to the SHG signal. In other words, SHG provides a
© 2013 Optical Society of America
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measurement of the degree of polar asymmetry “felt” by all
electrons at the interface. In the SHG process, two photons
are mixed to create a single photon having double energy. The
detected SHG signal, that is the number of emitted doublefrequency photons, is proportional to the absolute square
of the second-order susceptibility tensor χ̂ 2 characterizing
the interface. In the interfacial region between STO and
LAO, where the inversion symmetry is broken, some specific
χ̂ 2 components are nonzero, as we will show in the following.
Recently, the coupling of the SHG signal with the interfacial
reorganization taking place in LAO/STO interfaces in connection with the appearance of the 2DEG has been unambiguously demonstrated [23–27]. However many of the specific
observations reported in these experiments cannot be explained by merely resorting to the general theory of SHG
[28]. Hence the need of developing a specific formalism
suitable for LAO/STO interfaces.
A frequent problem in applying the SHG technique is that of
establishing a clear interpretative link between the measurable “macroscopic” χ̂ 2 tensor (or its variations) and the
microscopic quantities of interest, for example in terms of
electronic band occupation and orbital reconstructions.
[29,30]. This is certainly the case of the LAO/STO interface
and the 2DEG formation. However, this link can be easier
to establish when the symmetries of electronic orbitals are
used to point out specific selection rules, which apply to certain electronic transitions and not to others. In such cases, the
variations of the SHG signal in certain spectral regions can be
linked directly to physical changes involving those orbitals
possessing the right symmetries. Therefore, in this paper,
we report a detailed analysis of the SHG selection rules for
the LAO/STO interface symmetry. In particular, we link each
single χ̂ 2 element to specific electronic transitions of STO.
We find that some of these transitions are only present in
one of the χ̂ 2 components. This has important consequences
on the SHG spectra recorded at different light-polarization
combinations, as observed in a very recent experiment [27].
We show that the experimental findings of the latter work
can be explained by exploiting the analysis reported here.
We stress that much of our analysis is not limited to the
case of LAO/STO interfaces, but it may be readily applied
to a wider range of polar/nonpolar interfaces that share the
same symmetry properties.

2. SHG THEORY FOR INTERFACES WITH
4 mm (SQUARE) SYMMETRY
SHG is the nonlinear process giving rise to a light wave with
doubled frequency 2ω from an incident wave of frequency ω.
The constitutive equation of the process, representing the
material response, is
P i 2ω  ε0 χ ijk 2ωEj ωEk ω;

(1)

where P2ω is the induced nonlinear optical polarization,
Eω is the local (complex) electric field of the incident wave
in the interface, and the tensor χ̂ is the SHG susceptibility
(here and in the following we omit the superscript (2) for
brevity). We assume here and in the following that the tensor
χ̂ is nonzero only within a thin interfacial (polar) region in
which the inversion symmetry is removed, while both the
substrate (the STO) and the deposited thin film (the LAO)
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are centrosymmetric and hence have a vanishing χ̂. Moreover,
in the wake of previous results [25], we neglect the possible
contribution to SHG of the free (LAO) surface, which in
principle could also be polar.
The electronic properties of the polar interface are reflected in the spectral behavior of the nonzero tensor components of χ̂. The actual measured quantity in SHG spectroscopy
is the SHG intensity I SHG as a function of the incident photon
energy ω, which is proportional to the square of the reflected
SHG electric field: I SHG ∝ jE SHG j2 . Exploiting Eq. (1) and the
theory of light propagation through stratified media, the latter
can, in turn, be written as a function of the incident electric
field:
E SHG 

iωE 20
χ ;
ϵ0 c cos β eff

(2)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ϵ0 is the dielectric
constant in vacuum, E0 is the electric field amplitude of the
impinging wave, β is the incidence angle, and χ eff is defined
as follows:
Z
χ eff 

out
in in in in
eout
i Lii χ ijk Ljj Lkk ej ek dz;

(3)

ein;out being the optical polarization unit vectors in vacuum (or
in air, if the small refractive index difference is neglected) of
the input and output waves, respectively, and Lin;out are the
corresponding Fresnel transformation matrices accounting
for the propagation from/to the outside of the medium to/from
the polar interface. Here the sum over repeated indices is
understood and the z integral is extended across the entire
thickness of the polar interface, assumed to be much thinner
than the optical wavelength λ. In other words, χ eff defines a
suitable combination of χ̂ tensor components inside the
material defined by the input/output light polarizations and accounting for all transmission/reflection effects through the
boundaries.
A. SHG Angular Dependence
Let us now introduce a Cartesian reference system with the z
axis perpendicular to the interface, and x and y in the interface plane, oriented so that xz is the light incidence plane. We
assume that both input and output waves are linearly polarized, with an arbitrary polarization angle α (not necessarily
the same) with respect to the incidence plane (xz). The
electric field unit vectors are then the following:
ein  cos α cos β; sin α; cos α sin β;
eout  − cos α cos β; sin α; cos α sin β:

(4)

We introduce also the following short notations for specific
polarizations: p for a field parallel to the incidence plane
(α  0), s for a field parallel to the interface plane
(α  π∕2), and d for a field oriented at 45° between p and
s (α  π∕4).
Neglecting the reflection effects of the thin LAO layer, the
three nonzero components of the diagonal tensor L can be
approximated by the following expressions:
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2 cos β0
;
n cos β  cos β0
2 cos β

;
cos β  n cos β0
2 cos β

;
nn cos β  cos β0 
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for example, to an interfacial structural reorganization might
result in the appearance of other tensor components that complicate our analysis. Although interesting for applications, this
case will not be further discussed in the following.

Lxx 
Lyy
Lzz

(5)

where n is the refractive index of the SHG-active interface and
of the substrate, here assumed to be equal (this corresponds
to locating the SHG active region inside the STO substrate, or
alternatively to neglecting the refractive index difference
between LAO and STO), and β0 the propagation (refraction)
angle inside the medium. Let us also note that these quantities
depend on the frequency, so they in general have different
values for the fundamental and second-harmonic light.
B. Tensor Components
Since the crystal structure of the material is perovskite-like, a
LAO/STO interface has a fourfold square rotation symmetry
and mirror planes along the two principal symmetry axes.
Therefore it belongs to the 4 mm Laue group (in Hermann–
Mauguin notation, or C 4v in Schoenflies notation). Within
the 4 mm symmetry, it is easy to show that only the following
three independent nonvanishing tensor components are
allowed for the χ̂ tensor:

χ xxz

χ zzz
χ zxx  χ zyy
 χ yyz  χ xzx  χ yzy :

From Eqs. (3) and (4) it is easy to see that the last two components can be singled out in χ eff by an appropriate choice of
the input and output polarizations, while the diagonal component χ zzz is always present in combination with the other two.
In particular, we report the expression of χ eff for the s-input
p-output (sp) and the d-input s-output (ds) polarization combinations, which contain χ zxx and χ xxz , respectively, and for
the p-input p-output (pp) combination, which contains all
three components:

3. RESONANT STRUCTURE OF χ
The general expression for the χ̂ tensor components, in case
of a single-electron system within the electric-dipole approximation is the following [31]:
χ 2
ijk 2ω; ω; ω 



μinm μjln μkml  μkln μjml 
ωnm  2ω  iγ nm ωml − ω − iγ ml 

μiml μjln μknm  μkln μjnm 

;
ωml  2ω  iγ ml ωnl  ω  iγ nl 
7

where N is the number-density of single-electron systems,
l; m; n label three arbitrary electronic states, ωnm 
E n − Em ∕ℏ is the Bohr frequency associated with the n →
m transition, γ nm  γ mn is the corresponding dissipation factor determining the linewidth, μinm  hψ n j−exi jψ m i is the i–
Cartesian component of the transition dipole moment, and ρ0nn
is the diagonal density matrix element denoting the equilibrium population in state n. Assuming that only the ground
state g is occupied at equilibrium (low temperature limit),
we can slightly simplify the expression above by replacing l
with g and removing the sum on l and the population term.
For a multielectron system, Eq. (7) is still valid, but the energy levels now refer to the entire multielectron system, the
dipole moments are summed over all electrons and we must
set N  1∕V , with V being the system volume. Each fullsystem dipole moment can then be rewritten in terms of
single-electron dipole moments as follows:
μinm 

X

hψ n j−exj;i jψ m i 

allel:j

out in 2
3
out in
χ eff
pp  χ zzz tLzz Lzz  sin β  χ zxx dLzz Lxx 
in
in
2
− 2χ xxz tLout
xx Lzz Lxx sin β cos β;

μinm μjln μkml  μkln μjml 
ωmn − 2ω − iγ mn ωnl  ω  iγ nl 



out in 2
χ eff
sp  χ zxx tLzz Lyy  sin β;
out in in
χ eff
ds  χ xxz tLyy Lyy Lzz sin β;


N X 0
μiln μjnm μkml  μknm μjml 
ρ
ll
2
ωnl − 2ω − iγ nl ωml − ω − iγ ml 
2ℏ lmn

(6)

in which t denotes the effective thickness of the polar interface and the χ ijh in this expression are actually spaceaveraged quantities across this thickness.
Using the approximate value of 2.3 for the STO refractive
index at the fundamental wavelength (around 800 nm) and of
2.4 for the SHG (at around 400 nm), one can calculate that the
coefficient in front of the χ zzz component in the χ eff
pp expression
is about a factor 20 smaller than the coefficients in front of
χ xxz and χ xzx for β  45°; for β  80° (about grazing incidence), this coefficient ratio is still about 10. This implies that
it is not possible to isolate experimentally the χ zzz contribution, which can only be estimated a posteriori once χ xxz
and χ zxx are determined, by a delicate subtraction procedure.
This has been done for example in [25]. Finally, we stress that
any deviation of the interface from the cubic symmetry due,



X

μipq δψ n ;ψ m−qp ;

X
hpj−ex1;i jqihψ n jâ†p âq jψ m i
pq

(8)

pq

where pq are single-electron states, μipq  hpj−ex1;i jqi is now
the single-electron transition dipole moment, and the final
delta-terms are nonvanishing only if the multielectron state
ψ m becomes equal to ψ n after subtracting an electron in
the state q and adding it in the state p. Therefore, each dipole
moment reintroduces a sum over initial and final singleelectron states, while the delta term removes the sum over
the final multielectron states (as for each pair pq and given
initial multielectron state, there is only one possible final multielectron state obtained by removing an electron in q and
placing it in p). However, it is necessary to consider the role
of the Pauli exclusion principle in the dipole moment sum.
This means that, at each transition, the initial single-electron
state must be occupied and the final one empty, unless the two
states coincide. Having this in mind, the different classes of
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contributing transitions can be represented as in Fig. 1, using a
form of Feynman’s diagrams.
Let us discuss the contribution of each of these diagrams to
the χ̂. For a quantitative evaluation, all the following expressions should be turned into multiple integrals over the electron crystal momentum across the Brillouin zone (BZ), but
in the present work we are interested only in a qualitative
analysis of the resonances and selection rules, so for simplicity we will keep the discrete sum form.
The diagram (A) can be interpreted as a process in which
an electron-hole pair in states p and q, respectively, is first
created by absorbing a photon, the electron is then promoted
to another state r by absorbing another photon and finally recombines with the hole by emitting the SHG photon. All these
transitions must be considered as “virtual,” as they do not
have to conserve energy (as normal, in nonrelativistic perturbation theory). The diagram corresponds to the following
χ̂-term:
χ Aijk 2ω; ω; ω 


1 X
f Eq 1 − f E p 1 − f Er 
2V ℏ2 qpr

μiqr μjrp μkpq  μkrp μjpq 
×
ωrq − 2ω − iγ rq ωpq − ω − iγ pq 


μirp μjqr μkpq  μkqr μjpq 
ωpr − 2ω − iγ pr ωrq  ω  iγ rq 



μirp μjqr μkpq  μkqr μjpq 
ωrp  2ω  iγ rp ωpq − ω − iγ pq 



μipq μjqr μkrp  μkqr μjrp 
ωpq  2ω  iγ pq ωrq  ω  iγ rq 


; 9

where f E is the zero-temperature Fermi distribution, i.e.,
f E  1 for E < E f and f E  0 otherwise. The diagram
(B) represents a similar electronic process, with the difference that the intermediate step involves the hole changing
state, rather then the electron. It corresponds to the following
χ̂-term:
χ Bijk 2ω; ω; ω 


1 X
f Eq f Er 1 − f Ep 
2V ℏ2 qpr

μirp μjqr μkpq  μkqr μjpq 
×
ωpr − 2ω − iγ pr ωpq − ω − iγ pq 





1 X
f Er 1 − f E p 
2ℏ2 pr

× μipr μjrp P k  μkrp P j 


1
ωrp − 2ω − iγ rp ωpr  ω  iγ pr 

1

ωrp  2ω  iγ rp ωpr − ω − iγ pr 

×

11

μkrp μjpq 


ωqr  2ω  iγ qr ωpq − ω − iγ pq 

χ CD
ijk 2ω; ω; ω 

P 0 μjrp μkpr  μkrp μjpr 
 i
2ω


1
1
×
;

ωpr  ω  iγ pr ωpr − ω − iγ pr

μiqr μjrp μkpq  μkrp μjpq 
ωrq − 2ω − iγ rq ωpr  ω  iγ pr 
μiqr μjrp μkpq

Fig. 1. Feynman’s diagrams showing all possible electronic transition paths for SHG. The solid-line arrows going from left to right stand
for an initially empty electron state, those going from right to left stand
for an initially empty hole state (i.e., occupied electron state), the dots
(graph vertices indicated with italic letters) stand for the transition
dipoles with the specified Cartesian index. (A) and (B) refer to the
nondegenerate cases, occurring when all three states are different,
and the eight possible permutations of the vertices correspond to
the eight terms appearing in Eq. (7). (C)–(E) correspond to the
degenerate cases in which two or all three states coincide.



μipq μjrp μkqr  μkrp μjqr 
ωpq  2ω  iγ pq ωpr  ω  iγ pr 

:
10

The other diagrams are disconnected (certainly nonresonant) processes, in which two or more of the electronic states
involved in the transition coincide. These cases are represented as closed loops and describe the interaction of the
photon with static polarization. In particular, diagrams (C)
and (D) together correspond to the following χ̂-term:

whereP
P0 is the static polarization, whose components P 0k 
1∕V  q f Eq μkqq are nonvanishing only for k  z. Finally,
the χ-term associated with the fully disconnected diagram
(E) vanishes identically. We notice that our diagrams are nonstandard for nonlinear optics (while they are more similar to
relativistic field-theory diagrams), because they highlight the
occupation state of involved electron orbitals, thus explicitly
distinguishing between electron and hole transitions. Moreover, many past theoretical treatments of the nonlinear optical
susceptibility consider only terms involving two empty intermediate states (electrons) and one filled one (hole), as in our
A diagram. The need for including also the contribution of
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transitions involving two occupied states (two holes) and an
empty one (electron), corresponding to our diagram B, was
for example discussed in [32]. However, our treatment is even
more general in the fact that it includes also the possible contribution of diagonal dipole-moment matrix elements (allowed
in noncentrosymmetric media), which are those giving rise to
the disconnected diagrams C and D, and includes dissipative
factors in the energy denominators.

a; must be an initially full state;
b; must be an initially empty state;

4. RESONANCES AND SYMMETRIES
Let us now discuss the possible resonances of the χ̂ tensor,
exploiting the 4 mm symmetry of the LAO/STO interfaces.
As mentioned, we assume that the bulk system is perfectly
centrosymmetric, while the inversion symmetry is broken
at the interface, only along the z direction normal to the
interface. We also assume that the effect of this symmetry
lowering on the electronic states cannot be very large, and
thus only one inversion-symmetry-breaking dipole moment
is allowed. These assumptions imply that the interfacial electronic states are still either even or odd with respect to the x; y
directions (two σ v inversion planes), while the parity with respect to the z direction is broken. It is also important to underline that the full 4 mm symmetry holds only at the Γ point of
the BZ (in which the crystal momentum k  0), while
elsewhere the symmetry is partly broken by the crystal
momentum k.
The 4 mm group has five different irreducible representations, named A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 , and E [33]. The first four are singlet states and the last one is a doublet. A1 is the fully
symmetric state, which behaves as 1, z or z2 ; A2 is odd with
respect to both σ v and σ d inversion planes, and behaves as the
rotation matrix Rz ; B1 is odd with respect to π∕2 rotations
and σ d inversions, and behaves as x2 − y2 ; B2 is odd with respect to π∕2 rotations and σ v inversions, and behaves as xy;
finally, the doublet E behaves as the variables x; y or the
products xz, yz.
Let us now define two resonant single-electron states a and
b, n being any nonresonant state, and assume that E a < Eb so
to have ωab > 0. The resonance can in principle involve either
the fundamental frequency ω or the second-harmonic 2ω.
Let us consider first a ω resonance. We have then
ω ≃ ωab . By keeping only the resonant terms, the total χ̂
expressions (adding up all terms) can be then simplified as
follows:
χ ijk 2ω;ω;ω

an initially empty state (energy above the Fermi level).
Moreover, we may use the standard symmetry representation
theory to obtain the selection
rules which apply to the
R
transition dipole moment μiab [33]. Putting all together, for
a ω resonance among states a and b, we have the following
constraints:

f E a 1−f Eb 
2ℏ2 ωba −ω−iγ ba 
(

1 X
1−2f En 
×
V
na≠n≠b

 i j k
μ μ μ μknb μjba  μinb μjan μkba μkan μjba 
× an nb ba

ωna −2ω−iγ na
ωnb 2ωiγ nb
)
j
i
0 j
k
k j
P μ μ μab μba  μab P 0j μkba P 0k μba 
 i ab ba

:
−2ω
ωab 2ωiγ ab
12

Note that the first sum over n involves both full and empty
states, with an opposite sign. This implies that a must be
an initially full state (energy below the Fermi level) and b

χ zzz ≠ 0; χ zxx  0; χ xxz ≠ 0; if a; b have the same symmetry;
χ zzz  0; χ zxx ≠ 0; χ xxz ≠ 0; if a; b have different symmetry;
one being E;
χ zzz  0; χ zxx  0; χ xxz  0; if a; b have different symmetry;
(13)

not E:

It is interesting to check also which additional nonresonant
states n may contribute to the sum appearing in Eq. (12). If a, b
have the same symmetry, then the states n contributing to χ zzz
are all states having also the same symmetry as the resonant
ones, while the states n contributing to χ xxz have different
symmetry from the resonant ones (in addition, n must be E
if a and b are not E). If a, b have different symmetry, one being
E, then all states n must have the same symmetry of a or of b
to contribute to both χ xxz and χ zxx . The above discussed
selection rules are summarized in Table 1.
Let us now analyze the 2ω resonance case. The simplified
expression that we find is the following:

Table 1. List of the Selection Rules that Apply
for Each χ Element and for Each Kind of
Transition (Fundamental or Second-Harmonic
Frequency)a
χ2
Elements
χ zzz
χ zxx

χ xxz

χ zzz
χ zxx
χ xxz

Resonant
State a
S
E
S
S
E
E
S
E
S
S
E
E
S
E
S
E
S
E
E
S

Resonant
State b

ω resonance
S
E
E
E
S
S
S
E
E
E
S
S
2ω resonance
S
E
S
E
E
S
S
E

Nonresonant
State n
S
E
E
S
E
S
E
S
S
E
S
E
S
E
E
S
S
S
E
E

a
In the table, the symbol S refers to any possible singlet symmetry
(A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 ), but once selected a given symmetry, it must be the same
in the entire row.
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μiab
2V ℏ ωba − 2ω − iγ ba 

X
· f Ea 1 − f E b 
2

n

1 − f E n 
ωna − ω − iγ na


f En 
μj μk  μkbn μjna 

ωbn − ω − iγ bn bn na
X
 1 − f Ea 1 − f E b  f En μjna μkbn
n



1
1

−
ωan  ω  iγ an ωbn − ω − iγ bn
X
 f Ea f E b  1 − f En μjna μkbn



μkna μjbn 


 μkna μjbn 
−

n

1
1
−
ωan  ω  iγ an ωbn − ω − iγ bn



μiba
f Ea 1
2ℏ2 ωba − 2ω − iγ ba 

− f Eb 

μjab P 0k  μkab P 0j
ωba − ω − iγ ba

:

14

Here, the first term in curly brackets contributes only if a is
an occupied state and b an empty one, and so does the last
term in the full expression. The second (third) term in curly
brackets contributes only if both are empty (filled) states. In
order to single out the nonzero components of the χ̂ tensor, we
should look at Eq. (14) with the following rules in mind: the
dipole moments involving the z coordinate are nonzero only if
the two involved states have the same symmetry, since z does
not change any parity, and the dipole moments involving x (y)
coordinate can be nonzero only between a singlet state of A1 ,
A2 , B1 , or B2 symmetry and a doublet state having E
symmetry. Therefore we have the following outcome:
χ zzz ≠ 0; χ zxx ≠ 0; χ xxz  0;

if a; b have the same symmetry

χ zzz  0; χ zxx  0; χ xxz ≠ 0;

if a; b have different symmetry;
one being E

χ zzz  0; χ zxx  0; χ xxz  0;

if a; b have different symmetry;
not E:

(15)

Also in this case, we can check which conditions the nonresonant states n must satisfy in order to contribute to the
sum appearing in Eq. (14). If a; b have the same symmetry,
then the n-states contributing to χ zzz must do the same, while
the n-states which are contributing to χ zxx must have a different symmetry from the one of a; b, and in addition n must have
E symmetry if a; b have another one. If a and b have a different
symmetry, one being E, then the n-states contributing to χ xxz
must have the symmetry of either a or b. In addition, the nstates can be both filled or empty if a is filled and b is empty.
If both are empty then the n-states must be filled, if both are
filled, then the n-states must be empty. For this reason, the
contribution of these empty–empty and filled–filled transitions are probably minor, since they typically involve larger
Bohr-frequency denominators. The above discussed selection
rules are summarized in Table 1.
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A. Optical Transitions at the Γ-Point of LAO/STO
Interfaces
Let us now exploit the rules summarized in Table 1 to link
each χ̂ element to a specific atomic orbital character of the
real bands at the LAO/STO interface. According to [27], in
the range of energy of the SHG photon up to 4.2 eV, the main
source of the observed SHG signal resides in the STO side of
the interface (note that, coherently with the aforementioned
works, our energy scale refers to two-photon energy). This is
due to the vicinity of the investigated spectral range to the
optical-gap energy of bulk STO. Therefore, in this energy
range the SHG signal mainly resides in electronic states close
to the valence-to-conduction band edge of STO. The opticalgap energy of LAO is around 5.5 eV and hence the spectral
signatures of LAO are expected to manifest themselves in
an interval of SHG photon energies corresponding to UV
wavelengths. However, this range is hardly accessible with
standard SHG experiments because of air absorption and lack
of polarization optical components suitable for the UV range.
Therefore we will limit our discussion to the spectral features
that can be observed by means of standard SHG setups, such
as the optical transitions occurring in STO. Nevertheless, we
stress that the symmetry-based results presented in the previous section are more general and the following discussion
may be easily extended to other material systems having a
similar symmetry and crystal structure.
We recall that, under electric dipole approximation, no
SHG contribution can arise from the STO centrosymmetric
bulk, so we will start describing the bulk band structure
and subsequently the changes that are expected because of
the interface-induced symmetry breaking. The bulk STO optical gap is known to be associated mainly with a transition
from the oxygen 2p orbitals to the titanium 3d-t2g ones. The
STO electronic band structure has been calculated, for example, in [34–36].
At the Γ point of the bulk BZ, these bands may be grouped
in three levels depending on the relative arrangement of the 2p
orbitals, as schematically shown in Fig. 2: bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding. Each of these levels is threefold degenerate in the bulk, owing to the cubic symmetry of the crystal.
The minimum optical (vertical) transition energy, at the Γ
point, is known to be 3.75 eV. The one at the X point is only
slightly higher, about 1 eV, and has a similarly high joint density of states. Therefore, it might contribute with additional
visible features in the SHG spectra.
The conduction band is predominantly composed of Ti
3d-t2g orbitals. Because of the cubic crystal field produced
by the six nearest-neighbor O atoms, the empty Ti 3d orbitals
will split into three lower energy t2g orbitals (xy, yz, zx) and
two much higher energy eg orbitals (3z2 − r 2 , x2 − y2 ) [37]. The
t2g -eg splitting of the Ti 3d orbitals is of about 2 eV. The strontium 4d bands have their peak density of states about 5 eV
above the Ti bands. The symmetry lowering from a cubic
3D symmetry to the square 2D one (4 mm) further splits
the Γ point bands. In particular, the three Ti 3d-t2g orbitals
(corresponding to dxy , dxz , dyz ) should split into two different
levels: the orbital dxy with symmetry B2 and the two degenerate orbitals dxz and dyz forming together an E doublet. The
two Ti 3d-eg orbitals, in turn, split into an A1 and B1 singlets,
namely dz2 and dx2 −y2 . On the other hand, the three oxygen
levels are split into six distinct levels, three singlets and three
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Fig. 2. Possible arrangements of O (2p) orbitals forming the nine uppermost valence bands are indicated. Note that in the bulk, at the Γ point in the
BZ, these orbitals are grouped in three threefold-degenerate levels (here separated by vertical lines) according to the cubic symmetry. At surface
this degeneracy is partly lifted with the separation among singlet and doublet states. It should be also noted that orbitals sharing the same symmetry
character (e.g., bonding and antibonding orbitals) can be partly hybridized in the actual energy–eigenvalue states and the exact weight of their
contributions cannot be determined by symmetry and can only be computed by numerical methods.

Fig. 3. Symmetry-allowed O2p-Ti3d 2ω transitions for all three
symmetry-allowed χ ijk components within the 4 mm symmetry group
are shown. Note that the allowed transitions for χ zzz (contributing to
the pp signal together with the other χ̂ elements) and χ zxx (sp signal)
are the same, whereas two different transitions are allowed for χ xxz
(ds signal).

doublets. Considering the center of the cubic cell to be placed
on the Ti ion, the orbitals of the oxygens lying along the z direction (vertical axis of the octahedron) give rise to an A1 singlet band (pz ) and a E doublet band (px , py ), while the orbitals

of the oxygens lying in the TiO2 plan can be combined into an
A1 band, made of parallel pz orbitals, a B1 band, made of antiparallel pz orbitals, and two different E doublets formed by
the px and py orbitals (see Fig. 2).
We can now add to Table 1 the indication of the most likely
electronic transitions contributing to each χ̂ element at the
Γ-point. The results are summarized in Fig. 3 and Table 2,
where the optical transitions expected to be lowest energy
are further highlighted with a diamond symbol (⋄). We note
that this table does not include possible O–O and Ti–Ti resonant transitions involving empty–empty or filled–filled states.
However, we cannot completely exclude that such transitions
give some additional, probably minor, contribution to the SHG
spectra.

5. DISCUSSION
From the previous analysis of band symmetries and selection
rules, we can deduce some qualitative results on the SHG
polarization behavior for the various transitions. For example,
we see that χ zzz and χ zxx must have exactly the same 2ω resonances, while the χ xxz has different ones. Therefore, the sp
and ds polarization combinations, in particular, should give
rise to fairly different spectra (while the pp combination is

Table 2. List of all the Nonvanishing Tensor Components (Left Column) Associated to the Most Likely 2ωTransitions between Resonant States a and b, Through Nonresonant State n (Rows) at the
Γ Point of the BZa
χ 2 Elements
χ zzz
χ zxx
χ xxz

a

Resonant State a

Resonant State b

Nonresonant State n

O pz (A1 )
O pz (B1 )
O px , py (3 E dup.)
O pz (2 A1 sin.)
O pz (B1 )
O px , py (3 E dup.)
O pz (2 A1 sin.)
O pz (B1 )
O px , py (3 E dup.)
O px , py (3 E dup.)
O px , py (3 E dup.)

Ti-eg dz2 (A1 )
Ti-eg dx2 −y2 (B1 )
Ti-t2g dxz , dyz (E)
Ti-eg dz2 (A1 )
Ti-eg dx2 −y2 (B1 )
Ti-t2g dxz , dyz (E)
Ti-t2g dxz , dyz (E)
Ti-t2g dxz , dyz (E)
Ti-t2g dxy (B2 )
Ti-eg dz2 (A1 )
Ti-eg dx2 −y2 (B1 )

A1
B1
E
E
E
A1 , A2 , B1 , B2
A1 , E
B1 , E
B2 , E
A1 , E
B1 , E

The diamond symbol (⋄) denotes the optical transitions which are expected to have the lowest energy.

⋄
⋄
⋄
⋄

Paparo et al.

more complex as it includes all χ̂ elements). This has been
demonstrated by a very recent experiment on LAO/STO
interfaces [27].
Briefly, in this work SHG spectra in the SHG photon-energy
range between 3.2 and 4.2 eV have been measured at the three
aforementioned polarization combinations (below 3.2 eV, all
SHG spectra are featureless). The pp SHG spectrum displays a
peak at about 3.8–4.0 eV, that has been ascribed to the known
valence-to-conduction band edge [37]. At 3.6 eV, an additional
peak is present that was previously attributed to a surface subband [25]. Interestingly this peak is completely absent in the
sp spectrum, a clear evidence of the action of a symmetry selection rule. In particular, the 3.6 eV peak must be assigned to
a transition that is symmetry-allowed in χ xxz and forbidden in
χ zxx . According to our results, possible candidates are: (i) O
px ; py → Ti-t2g dxy , and (ii) O pz A1  → Ti-t2g dxz , dyz . Angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy data on SrTiO3 surfaces
38]] and x-ray absorption spectroscopy [19] on LAO/STO show
that the lowest conduction band is given by dxy orbitals, but
this is not enough to assign unambiguously a definite energy
sequence to these two transitions, because the optical transition energies are obviously also affected by the valence band.
However, it is likely that both these two transitions affect the
low-energy part of the SHG spectrum.
Once given these attributions for the 3.6 eV peak, the highest part of the SHG spectra, that is beyond 3.6 eV, is presumably dominated by the O px , py → Ti-t2g dxz , dyz transitions.
The O pz B1 → Ti-t2g dxz , dyz E transition can be safely excluded, instead, because O pz B1 (corresponding to Γ25 in
the bulk STO) is expected to be lower in energy by at least
1 eV with respect to O pz A1 at the Γ point (2 eV in the data
from [38]). Therefore, the sp-polarized signal of SHG is expected to exhibit a much larger spectral weight above
3.6 eV, as compared with the ds-polarized one. This can be
deduced from Table 2, where the O px , py → Ti-t2g dxz , dyz
transition is seen to be allowed only for the χ zxx tensor component, while it is forbidden for the other two components.
Also this prediction has been confirmed by the experiment
reported in [27].

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have reported a theoretical analysis of the
symmetries and spectral transitions that are relevant for the
second-order nonlinear optical response of oxide interfaces
with cubic symmetry. In particular, we discuss the case of
LaAlO3 ∕SrTiO3 interfaces. We show that the symmetry analysis leads to selection rules that affect the spectra recorded
with different polarization combinations of light. Based on this
analysis, we put forward a possible explanation of recent experimental observations in spectroscopic SHG. In particular,
we provide a theoretical justification for the assignment of the
lowest energy part of the SHG spectra to the O px ; py →
Ti-t2g dxy and/or O pz A1  → Ti-t2g dxz , dyz transitions.
We stress here that much of our analysis is not limited to
the case of LAO/STO interfaces, but it may be readily applied
to a wider range of polar/nonpolar interfaces that share the
same symmetry properties. In particular it would be interesting to measure the spectra of other promising STO-based interfaces (for example NdGaO3 ∕SrTiO3 and LaGaO3 ∕SrTiO3
[39]) or when varying external parameters, as temperature.
In both cases the symmetry properties of the interface are
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not altered and hence the qualitative behavior of the spectra,
as discussed above, should be the same.
If this prediction will be confirmed by experiments, we can
eventually reckon on universal selection rules that in turn
might contribute to a better understanding of the physics
of these interfaces.
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